Introduction
In feature selection (FS) the search problem of finding a subset X d of d features from the given set Y of D measurements, d < D, so as to maximize an adopted criterion, J(.), has been of interest for a long time. An extensive framework of search methods is now available to accomplish the task [2, 6, 8, 10] . In the following we investigate the possibility of using the existing methods for solving a different class of problems. The motivation comes from the context of document analysis [11, 12] -we needed to find terms that characterize and distinguish sufficiently for human readers the meaning of documents contained in pre-defined document classes. The solution to be presented here is, nevertheless, more general and can be modified to allow document clustering, classification as well as prototype search in other than document-processing contexts.
In Section 1.1 the basic FS problem is recalled. Section 2 decomposes FS algorithms to building blocks. Section 3 introduces "multi-subsets". Section 3.1 redefines FS algorithms for use with "multi-subsets". Sections 4 and 5 give application examples. Section 6 discusses framework properties. Section 7 concludes the paper. 
Basic Problem Formulation
Consider Y = {f i |i = 1, . . . , D} the set of all available D measurements, and
The goal of standard FS process is to find such subsetX d , for which the value of an adopted criterion, typically some class-distance measure (cf. [15] ), J(X d ), is maximum:
J(X)
In context of pattern recognition the dimensionality of the problem as a whole is reduced to d. In case of classification problems this should lead to better classification performance, in case of modelling this should result in more accurate representation of data or at least in savings in data acquisition and processing cost. One common subset of features is selected for the problem as a whole.
Sequential Search Abstracted
Upon closer examination, most of the known sequential feature selection algorithms can be identified to share the same "core mechanism" of adding and removing features. Let us abstract the respective algorithm steps as follows (for the sake of simplicity we consider only non-generalized algorithms which process one feature at a time only): 
Using these abstracted steps it is now possible to outline the basic idea behind standard feature selection algorithms very simply. 
If a better subset has been found, go to 2.
Multi-Subset Search
Assume our task is to select more than one feature subset at once while taking into account the relations between features in each subset as well as between subsets. Let us denote such system of subsets as follows: 
To capture the meaning and quality of features in a multisubset we define an overall abstract criterionJ(.), that combines two components. Denote E m,n (f i , f j ) the component that is to describe the inter-subset relation between features f i ∈ S m and f j ∈ S n , m = n. Denote A m (f ) the "weight" component that is to describe the intra-subset importance of feature f within S m . Assuming both A(.) and E(.) can be defined reasonably for a given problem as real functions,J(.) can be defined as follows.
Definition 3.2 LetJ(.) be a criterion to describe the quality of multi-subset
The meaning of formula (1) is illustrated in Figure 1 . The concrete form of A(.) and E(.) depends on the problem to be solved and will be illustrated by example in Section 4.
Remark: we say that the size of the multi-subset
Sequential Multi-Subset Search
Let us now reformulate our task using the above definitions. We need to find such system (multi-subset) X d of d features, for whichJ(X d ) is maximum. For this purpose we can easily adapt the standard feature selection algorithms as described in Sect. 2. We only need to redefine the commonly shared operations ADD() and REMOVE(). 
Now any of the algorithms discussed in Sect. 2, can be used to construct multi-subset X d of required size d.
Keyword Extraction Example
The main application field of multi-subset search is prototype search in various forms. To give a concrete example we will show two document characterization experiments. (For an overview of related issues cf., e.g., [12, 11, 13, 14] .) First, let us suggest the problem. Suppose we have received several boxes full of unknown documents. We do not want to read the documents but we want to get some idea about box contents, in particular how the boxes differ from each other. This is where multi-subset search can be applied. Note, that instead of features we will now select terms, so that the selection would give us a clue about the document contents and particularly about the main topics being characteristic for each class.
We examine two datasets representing classes of documents described by term frequency tables. Let T be the set of all terms, U m be the set of documents in the m-th class. [3, 4] . The datasets have been pre-processed by means of stemming and stop word elimination. For this example we will use a simple, "naïve" way of term importance evaluation.
Selecting the Terms
First we need to concretize the forms of A(.) and E(.) to give meaning to criterion (1) . Inspired by the idea of TF IDF [9] , [7] we want to identify such terms, that: 1) are typical for some classes but rare in others, 2) complement each other within a class to represent as many various documents in a class as possible, 3) are not singular and 4) are not too frequent while equally distributed across too many classes. The proposed E(.) promotes pairs of terms from which each one is frequent in one class but rare in the other class:
The proposed A(.) should prevent overlapping of terms within the documents of one class: It should be emphasized that the meaning of the results depends completely on the adopted criterion, which in this case is not constructed for classifier optimization, but only for pointing out class-significant topics to a human reader.
Remark: Even with the E(.) and A(.) defined as (2) and (3) the resulting term multi-subsets can be used as naïve
classifiers. An unknown document can be classified to m-th class based on significant presence of terms from S m (Exact definition is beyond the scope of this paper). However, the classification rate of such classifier should not be expected too good for obvious reasons.
Further Application Domains
The multi-subset search framework opens up the possibility to use standard feature selection algorithms for a variety of problems, including prototype search, various forms of document analysis, clustering, detection of communities in graphs, etc. It can also be used for k-NN classifier optimization. In such a case we would consider selecting patterns instead of features. Only those patterns important to define the decision boundary need to be preserved. For an overview of this problem domain see, e.g., [1, 5] .
The importance of patterns in k-NN can be described by means of E(.) and A(.) specific definition, similarly as before in this paper. Consider redefining E(.) to prefer close pairs of patterns from different classes, where for each one in the pair there is enough neighbours of its own class among its k closest neighbours (to avoid outliers). The "weight" component A(.) can then be used to prevent selection of tight groups of similar patterns by taking into account the distance to neighbours in the same class.
The idea of k-NN optimization by means of multi-subset search will be investigated in our future work.
Multi-Subset Framework Properties
Computational complexity of the proposed framework depends strongly on the concrete form of criterion (1), but is to be expected at least C times higher than the cost of the original feature selection algorithm. Multi-subset search is a combinatiorial problem. Each feature added to the system increases the number of combinations to be evaluated in further stages. The framework is thus applicable only to selecting relatively small number of features/terms/prototypes (typically hundreds).
An important property of the proposed framework is its ability to accomodate changes in the number of subsets in a multi-subset. It is possible to add an empty subset or remove one of existing subsets and use the Oscillating Search to re-optimize the new multi-subset without the need to start from scratch. This multi-subset property opens up further applicational fields to be investigated in our future work.
Note: The presented framework definition is not intended to be strict. Instead of redefining (2) and (3) there is always the choice to redefine criterion (1) as a whole.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have identified common building blocks in standard feature selection algorithms. By means of redefining these blocks we have broadened the application domain of such standard -well performing -feature selection algorithms to include prototype search type of problems.
We have demonstrated the proposed multi-subset search idea on keyword extraction example. Applicability to many problems is yet to be investigated; this includes problems of document (and other) clustering, detection of communities in graphs, k-NN classifier optimization etc.
